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"Give me ten minutes to talk away my ugly face and I will bed the Queen of France" - Voltaire

Dearest Reader,

I may not be as eloquent as Voltaire, but on the other hand, you're certainly not as picky as the Queen of 
France, so I'll keep this brief and perfunctory, like my hypothetical lovemaking: Welcome to the February 
2014 issue of Knight's Atari. Stay safe.

For a genuine "LOVE" experience this Valentine's Day, rip the heart out of this issue of Knight's Atari, 
crumple it up, uncrumple it, carry it around in your pocket until the next time you take a dump, wipe your 
arse with it, and then frame it and leave it on your bedside locker.

Thanks and love to Aidan, Leo, Conor and Martin for their contributions, and to all those who submitted 
entries to our competition.

And remember - ChessSoc meets every Wednesday in Smokey's at 8.



            Competition

  Win yourself some sweet cash thanks to your generous Knight's Atari editors

Congratulations and a consequent €100 worth of Ryanair flight vouchers are due to Cait who won our January Jet-Setter 
competition with her lovely entry which you can find below. I wanted to give the prize to a hot redhead who wanted to 
fly over to Birmingham five times to sex yours truly up, but sadly no such entry was forthcoming.

Dear Knights Atari,

Please gimme the flight vouchers, I want 'em.

I would like to go on holiday in the south of Italy. I am currently on Erasmus in Verona, in the north of Italy, 
which is far away from the south(Poles apart, you might say*) and getting there by plane is arguably the 
quickest way. Why must you insist on foisting Italy's ailing train system upon me?**

I would like to learn to drive down there, à la Il Padrino, or 'The Godfather' if you will. I would like to infiltrate  
a Sicilian Mafia crime ring of some sort and just generally live la dolce vita.***

Now to sexy up my entry. Hold on to your hats, knights atari. I have reason to believe that it is quite hot down 
south**** and I may resort to wearing a short-sleeved garment to keep my core body temperature down.

Gimme the tickets! I will put them to good use I promise. Take pity on me and my pitiable email.  I read, 
read, READ the question and answered every bit of it.*****

Yours,

Poor Erasmus Student

*That's the funny bit.I have been spending too much time around Caoimhin L. Burke.******

**I don't think their train system is ailing but I thought that sounded good.

***That's the exciting and adventurous bit.

****That's the sexy bit.

*****Leaving Cert Marking Scheme reference there for those of us who did our exams after the Inter Cert 
became the Junior Cert. I know Knights Atari's editors are geriatric but that shouldn't be held against a fine 
young thing like me. PCLM people. My purpose is clear, my delivery is coherent, my language use is efficient 
and my mechanics are accurate.

******The L is for legend.

For a number of reasonable reasons, next month's prize will be awarded to whomsoever sends in the best submission, in 
the editors' opinion, for the March issue of Knight's Atari. You should all be familiar with the Knight's Atari "anything 
goes" ethos, with regards to content, but if you need further help theknightsatari.wordpress.com contains an archive of 
past issues. Basically, submit whatever the hell you like.
The benefits for the editors are that we are spared the difficult task of devising interesting competitions for you lot, and 
we will have more content for the issue. The benefits for the readers are that you could win a prize, you can finally get 
the Knight's Atari editors to notice you, and you can have the honour of having your work published in an 
award-winning (international?) publication. It's at least as useful for your resume as yon ALIVE cert, to be fair.

Terms & Conditions:
Entry is open to all (HEYOHH!). Submissions may be of any length (TWSS). Multiple submissions per person is 
absolutely fine ;) Entries must be received by knightsatari@gmail.com by 11pm on Friday, March 4th. The judges' 
favourite entry (HEYOHH!) will receive €50 as a prize and two runners-up will receive €25 each as a prize. Entrants - 
winners or otherwise - consent to the publication of their submission within the March issue of Knight's Atari, at the 
discretion of the editors. Aside from that, entrants retain all copyright on their submissions, in the unlikely event that 
anyone gives a toss. If an entrant wishes to remain understandably anonymous, they should advise the editors at the 
time of submission. The editors reserve the right to edit submissions, by the power vested in them by their title.

http://theknightsatari.wordpress.com/
mailto:knightsatari@gmail.com


Kangaroo Jack's Off To Court
     Kangaroo Jack: "I fully intend to stick it to the man... or woman"

Recently in the courts, a man has taken a case for unfair discrimination against 
a charity promoting feminism. The man, Stud L.E., was claiming he was unfairly 
discriminated against due to his gender in a job interview with the charity. The 
post was that of Media Relations manager with a remit to "focus on 
empowering women".  In a statement to the court, Mr L.E. told the judge that 
"just because I’m a man and don’t have a womb doesn’t preclude me from 
being concerned and involved with women’s issues. I am just as much a 
feminist as they are, penis or no penis". A spokesperson for the charity denies 
the interview process was unfairly biased towards women and rejects the 
accusation of sexism. The case took an unexpected turn when evidence was 
produced that the plaintiff, Mr. Stud L.E., was a recently retired porn star of 
quite some distinction, with over a thousand high quality movies to his name 
under the pseudonym "Kangaroo Jack". This, the charity argued, was not 
consistent with their mission of achieving female empowerment and equality.

Counsel for the plaintiff then produced copious facts and figures which showed 
that pornography is one of the few industries where female employees not only 
receive equal pay, but actually out-earn their male counterparts, thereby giving 
them greater economic and personal freedom, whilst also allowing women to 
express their sexuality as they see fit. Counsel argued that, as such, their client 
is not held back by his employment background, but may actually be more 
suitable for the job as a result of his vast experience working with a large scale 
media industry which is such a large equal opportunities employer of women. 

An even more bizarre twist occurred when further evidence of sexism against 
the plaintiff was found after scrutiny of the email conversation between Mr. L.E. 
and the charity. Upon examination of the contents of the official email account 
of the charity some time prior to their correspondence with the plaintiff, an 
email containing extensive videos of the plaintiff involved in various sexual 
encounters with many different actresses was found. This had been circulated 
to the entire staff of the organisation and had accrued multiple enthusiastic 
replies within the email thread.

The presiding judge has adjourned proceedings for two weeks in order to take 
account of these developments and review in depth this new evidence. The 
case resumes on February 28th.





My Dearest Annabelle, 

Since you left, I have been constantly depressed. My happiness is to be near you. Incessantly, I live over in my 
memory your caresses, your tears, your affectionate solicitude. I bear no grudge against you for your choice to leave. 
This land is harsh and unkind. Nobody knows that better than me. We expect little offering from the earth in the 
way of potatoes this year and will no doubt be forced to rely on our sheep and goats for sustenance. You know I 
long to be with you in America and would have gone with you had it not been for my father. The wretch lies by the 
kitchen fire all day with his gimped leg and complains that I am not working the land properly. How easy it is for 
him to complain, when he cannot work! He has never been happy here and I think he would resent my leaving to 
pursue a better life than he could have dreamt of. But he is my father and I cannot leave him. If I left, I would be 
leaving him to perish. He never approved of our courting and he is glad that you have departed if only so he can 
tell me that he was right about you all along. That he knew you would desert me. Still, he needs me, so I must stay. 
You can understand this, I hope. 

I feel I must admit something to you. Something I am deeply ashamed of. I have been engaging in sensous acts 
with Delores. Our relationship was purely carnal, I need you to understand. You are the first thing on my mind 
when I wake and the last thing on my mind when I retire but you have no idea how lonely it is here without you. 
We had a truly terrible Winter and during December, as I was herding sheep in the biting cold, a fierce hail 
descended from the heavens. As I cowered in the scant shelter of a tree I was startled to find her beside me. No 
matter how hard I might have tried, I could not resist my corporal urges. There was no romance in it but I was 
comforted by it, if only for a minute, and it made me forget the harsh settings in which I am trapped. 

That was not the only incident, I am afraid. I visited her several times. I know this must be hard for you to take. 
You were fond of her. You cared for her and helped raise her. But know that she meant nothing to me. When I put 
my arms around her, I did not feel love as I do when I am with you but comfort, rather. The same as one would 
find in putting their arms around a woolen blanket. When I looked into her eyes, my heart did not throb as it does 
with you. Rather, it is like looking into the vacant eyes of a doll.

My father suspected that I was seeing her, I think. He would pester me as to why I would be out tending the sheep 
for so long. He never mentioned anything about Delores and I specifically, but I could tell that he knew about us. 
In the end, he was the reason for the conclusion of our relationship. I arrived home yesterday to find that he had 
killed her. At first, I stared in disillusionment at the sight of him leaning over the kitchen table, on which her 
remains lay, in several pieces at this stage. Her severed head lay at the end of the table and her eyes seemed to be 
looking directly into mine. I could tell my father was looking for a reaction in me but I did not let on that I was 
troubled. In fact, I was not troubled much. We had not eaten meat in weeks and the sight of her remains on the 
table made my mouth water.

That night we roasted her leg. It may only have been mutton, but to us it felt like a feast at Buckingham Palace. 
Tonight, I think we will have shanks. 

Annabelle, my dear. I hope this letter does not upset you. I know that you have a new life ahead of you in America 
and I do not want to sadden you. Do not dwell on thoughts of home. 

Love, 
Joseph



    Forced Mates with ChessSoc!
             White to Play and force a mate within a set number of moves in all of the following positions.

             Mate in 1:    Mate in 2:

                                        

            Mate in 4:    Mate in 8 (Portisch v. Seirawan 1982):

                           

 Otto Blathy's Monster Mate in 292:

                                                



And now for another edition of Movies With Chess In Them from our resident reviewer Romeo 
Van Halen.

P.O.W. Camps That Have Chess In Them

Stalag 17 (1953)

Any fans of The Great Escape will fit right into this black and white classic. The same setting, but 
instead of being treated to the greatest crack team of escape artists the allies can offer, the gold ol' 
boys in Stalag 17 are instead treated to the mud, the cold, and the claustrophobic and paranoid 
atmosphere a POW Camp actually had on offer. Right at the start, two boys make a run for it but get 
mowed down as soon as they cut their way through the barb-wire fence. The Jerrys knew exactly 
when they were going to escape, and how they did it.  They seem to be one step ahead of our 
enlisted men at every turn. The only conclusion? Someone's on the take. And it's not hard to see 
who: Sefton (William Holden), the sharpest hustler in POW history trades with everyone, even the 
enemy. And as concealed equipment, supplies and information find their way into the hands of the 
Commandant, Sefton seems to be making good business. He swears his innocence, but can he prove 
it?

As hard boiled as that may sound, at the hands of Billy Wilder it is part thriller, part comedy, and is 
a lighter (and much shorter) watch than The Great Escape. Holden carries the lead role with a cool 
rarely seen outside the realms of Bogart, and the mix of wartime tragedy, suspense and slapstick 
comedy are deftly interwoven by Wilder as to not break character. An essential dubya-dubya-i-i 
film.

Chess Content:

Like most of the reviews I do, it's more the fact that there's a chessboard than actual chess being 
played. But fear not, it's seen in most of the movie. It's part of a major plot point, and William 
Holden and Peter Graves actually talk about the game! Now you have no reason not to watch it!

Author's Note: I apologize for the lack of  MWCIT as of late. Movies that actually feature chess  
seem to be rare bounty when you go looking for them, and it's only through my random bursts of  
watching movie after movie do I actually find one, and find one worth talking about.

RVH



     Chat up lines from around the world: 
     Pull that beor from the gaeltacht or that feen from Italy with the help of our useful guide. 

Irish: "Ba mhaith liom buíochas a ghlacadh tú amach le haghaidh béile deas, ansin éigniú dáta tú." 
>I'd like to take you out for a nice meal, then serenade you. 

"Nach bhfuil mé nite i dhá mhí, ba mhaith leat chun blas dom?" 
>I have impeccable hygiene, would you like to inspect it? 

Italian: "Mussolini era un bel ragazzo, no?" 
>Opera is great craic though, isn't it? 

"Ho un sorprendentemente grande capacità anale." 
>Let's take things slow, baby. 

Hungarian: "A mellbimbók felrobban örömében!" 
>I have an enormous penis. 

"A légpárnás hajó tele van angolna!" 
>'Monty Python' is my safeword. 

German: "Haben Sie Interesse an einem kleinen Kannibalismus sein?" 
>Would you like some spiked Rhoenisch wine? 

"Was sind Ihre Meinungen über die Tatsache, dass alle Deutschen Nazis?" 
>I am very interested in politics, do you want to go somewhere quiet and discuss nationalism? 

Spanish: "Estoy muy peluda, eso es muy excitante para ustedes, ¿no?" 
>Would you like to snuggle later? 

"Soy un partidario orgulloso de ETA!" 
>I have some smooth jazz at my place, would you like to listen to some of it? 

Esparanto: "Neniu parolas tiun fucking lingvo, kiel la fuck vi komprenas ĉi shite?" 
>Damn baby, do you shit with that ass?



    Go
        Black to play in each of the following. 

How should black capture the 
three white stones in the corner?

Hint: It involves a snap-back.

How should black capture the six 
white stones in the corner?

Hint: Black must stop white 
from making two eyes.

The Swingers' Party  .  
Please note, all names are randomly-generated and fictitious, and any resemblances to any persons living or 
dead, are purely coincidental.

In attendance at a swingers party are Orlando, Connie, Danny, Adrian, Erica, Linda, 
Maureen, Susie, Sean, Danielle, Lucas and Carl.

Orlando, Adrian, Danny, Sean, Erica, Maureen and Danielle are all straight. Carl is gay, 
Connie and Linda are lesbians, and Lucas and Susie are bi.
Orlando is married to Erica, and Sean to Danielle. Presumably no one wants to have sex 
with their spouse at a swingers' party. Erica has a restraining order out against Sean, and 
Maureen doesn't want to go near Sean because he has a cold sore and she has somehow 
miraculously avoided herpes so far. Susie thinks Adrian is a twat and Adrian and Erica are 
brother and sister. Danielle is really hoping for anal, but Erica has made it painfully clear 
that Orlando would be advised not to oblige.

Can you find a perfect matching, ensuring everyone gets a happy ending?



      Toilet review: 
     Quad Basement (Now with showers!) 

It is a cold friday morning. I stumble from my friends house (where I lost consciousness the night 
before) with a pepsi bottle full of rum and coffee and a pack of cigarettes. In my bag is a chemistry 
copy, clean underwear, a bottle of pantene and a towel. I've planned ahead, for once. 
Arriving at the quad, I have some difficulty finding the basement. Some nutritious rum and 
cigarettes aid in my concentration however, and I eventually find the bathroom. The men's 
bathroom is spacious, but spartan. There is little in the way of graffiti, but it's relatively clean. 
The shower though, the shower makes up for it all. Glorious, scalding hot water, shampoo dripping 
into my eyes (ok, that bit wasn't nice), disgusting rum and coffee. This is almost worth the 
hangover. I get dressed, dry my hair, go back outside for some more breakfast. My hangover has 
reduced from an 8/10 to a 4.5/10. The rum is quickly taking the edge off it, by the time organic 
chemistry starts I'll be able to concentrate. 

Graffiti: 1/10 - only one scrawled "call 085 8xx48xx for cock" (couldn't even write it legibly, 
pricks); 

Facilities: 9/10 - glorious. If the floor was less inclined to flood it'd be a 10/10; 

Capacity: 6 cubicles (probably), about 6 shower spaces as well, depending on how much you all 
like each other; 

Aesthetics: 6/10, Decent like, nothing to write to a society about like; 

Lighting: 7/10 suitably dim for my eyes, possibly a little dark for people who'd like to see a lot 
around themselves; 

Cleanliness: yes; 

Smartphone signal: I've got a nokia 3310, that worked alright, wouldn't trust a smartphone with all 
that steam and shite; 

Ergonomics: 9/10 for single person use, 4/10 if you feel like shower sex in the middle of college 
you kinky fucker.

Overall: 8/10. Made organic bearable after a bottle and a half of rum. Mind you, the other half a 
bottle plus coffee didn't hurt either...



   Valentine's Drinking Game
Apparently Valentine's Day is later this month.
Many people consider this a time to celebrate the relationship you've built with your loved one, and 
to show them that you truly do appreciate them and your relationship.
All those people are bastards who are able to maintain a functional relationship.
With that in mind (alongside the social awkwardness I assume is intrinsic in anyone who plays 
chess for *fun*), I have therefore prepared a single player drinking game to while away the 14th. 
It's a Friday too, in case you were wondering, so you don't even have to pretend that you'd have 
gone to lectures otherwise...

1) In advance, purchase no less than one bottle of spirits/10 cans of beer/3 bottles of wine, 
depending on preference. Get a few more so you don't worry about running out at the end of the 
night and having to go to bed still capable of coherent speech and actions.

2) Obtain a box set of a comedy series you really like. I would suggest something in the lines of 
Black Books/the IT Crowd/the Mitchell and Webb Look, but it's up to yourself...

3) Prepare a large meal, including dessert. It doesn't have to be overly fancy, but make a bit of an 
effort, you deserve it.

4) Eat your meal while watching your box set. Any time you laugh, take a drink. Any time food 
comes out of your mouth because you're laughing, take two drinks. Whenever an episode ends, 
finish your drink.

5) If you've watched the first four or five episodes, and your BAC still isn't above the LD50 
equivalent for someone of your weight, your taste in comedy isn't very good. To prevent yourself 
from thinking about how lonely you are, and how you've never really connected with someone on a 
deep emotional level, and come to that you have major issues with opening up honestly without the 
social lubricant of alcohol and..... Any time you feel thoughts of this nature coming on, finish your 
drink, if that doesn't quell them, make another and finish that too. Maybe send another with it, to 
ensure it gets there safely. You have the rest of your life to regret everything, allow yourself 4 or 5 
hours of calm.

6) Finish your Tesco Value Vodka/Karpackie/box of wine. While away the night, secure in the 
knowledge that ChessSoc will be here for you next Wednesday, without any kind of judgement, 
except for your inability to successfully attack a King's Indian Defense, or how to avoid a Wrong 
Bishop ending...

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!



      Just the Tip

Want to impress the one you love this Valentine's Day? Too cheap/lazy to 
actually plan something nice? Let Knight's Atari sort you out. Here are some 
useful tips to help you get inside your partners pants at minimal cost. 
Remember, the most thoughtful gifts are often the cheapest.

• A dozen roses? What! Are you made out of money? Simply paint some 
daffodils red and you'll be surprised how easy it is to fool your partner. 
People see what they want to see. 

• Why not cook your loved one a nice meal? No need to buy anything 
fancy. It's all about how you sell it. For starters, how about some 
Bruschetta al Haricot. That's beans on toast. For the main course, maybe 
some Linguine Alfredo? That's a simple Pot Noodle. Maybe put it on a 
plate though.

• Mix a naggin of cheap vodka with a bottle of sparkling water and a dash 
of apple juice and tell your partner it's Champagne. The really expensive 
ones aren't supposed to taste nice anyway. 

• Give them a Knight's Atari. They're free and will no doubt get your 
partner turned on.

• What about a naked photo of yourself. In this case, photoshop skills might 
be handy. 

• Read them a poem and tell them that it always reminds you of them. Try 
to cry.

• Make a mixtape. Well, don't really. Just find an old tape. Who has a tape 
player anymore?

• Did you know that for a reasonable price you can name a star after 
someone? What a beautiful gesture. Even better, for no cost you can tell 
someone you named a star after them. They'll never know. 

• If you're really stuck, you could just propose. It's really more of a 
short-term solution.


